is a necessary step in parsimony analysis. Finding these most parsimonious trees. These algorithms are impletrees for a large data set is a time-consuming and often mented as a parsimony computer program, PARSIGAL, inexact process, and thus the computational efficiency which performs well even with difficult data sets. For of parsimony programs is of substantial practical imhigh level search, PARSIGAL uses an evolutionary optiportance (Platnick, 1989; Goloboff, 1996). The construcmization algorithm, which feeds good tree candidates to tion of evolution trees begins by defining a group of a branch-swapping local search procedure. This study terminal taxa for which a number of distinctive characalso describes an extremely fast method of recomputing ters (morphologic, genetic, etc.) have been measured. state sets for binary characters (additive or nonadditive These terminal taxa are connected together into a tree characters with two states), based on packing 32 characwith hypothetical ancestors (subsequently, terminal ters into a single memory word and recomputing the tree taxa and hypothetical ancestors are collectively resimultaneously for all 32 characters using fast bitwise ferred to as nodes). Next, allowable character state sets logical operations. The operational principles of PARSIare constructed for all hypothetical ancestors, and the GAL are quite different from those previously published number of evolutionary changes needed in the tree to for other parsimony computer programs. Hence it is conconnect the nodes is computed. The aim is to find all, ceivable that PARSIGAL may be able to locate islands of or as many as possible, different trees of minimum trees that are different from those that are easily located length, which will then be used as a basis for further with existing parsimony computer programs. ᭧ 1999 The taxonomical analysis. Farris (1970) and Fitch (1971) Willi Hennig Society describe basic algorithms for constructing evolution Key Words: most parsimonious tree; evolutionary optimitrees and for computing state sets for internal nodes. zation; genetic programming; parsimony computer program.
INTRODUCTION
complicate the problem. The number of different trees that can connect a group of nodes grows very quickly with the number of nodes. Cavalli-Sforza and Edwards Using a parsimony computer program to find a group of evolution trees that are of minimum length (1967) give the number of possible tree forms as
(n Ϫ 2)!], where n is the number of is more complex than that of within-tree branch swapnodes in the tree. Even for a small data set with only ping; crossover combines properties of two parent trees 25 nodes, the number of possible trees is 1.2*10 30 . In that can themselves be very different. Thus the evolugeneral terms, the problem of finding the most parsitionary algorithm does not easily get stuck into local monious tree is a NP-complete optimization problem, minima, which is one of the proposed advantages of and therefore it is unlikely that an algorithm will be using evolutionary optimization. found that can be guaranteed to solve the problem in Evolutionary optimization alone has been successpolynomial time as a function of node count (Graham fully used to solve a variety of engineering problems and Foulds 1982). Consequently, even moderate-sized (see references in Bäck et al., 1997) . In this study I problems (Ͼ 30 terminal taxa) must currently be solved combine the evolutionary algorithm with low level using heuristic search techniques. search using branch swapping. Special attention was The following two-step procedure is used in most given to the procedure that recomputes state sets for current parsimony computer programs (Goloboff hypothetical ancestors, which is the "innermost loop" 1996): (i) Generate many starting trees by constructing of a parsimony computer program and thus greatly Wagner trees (Farris 1970 ) with different addition seaffects the program performance. An extremely effiquences of taxa. (ii) For each tree, perform (multiple) cient method of coding and recomputing state sets for branch swapping until the tree cannot be improved binary characters is described. This method is based further by a branch rearrangement. Branch swapping on packing 32 characters into a single memory word can get stuck in a local minimum and thus several and recomputing all 32 characters with highly efficient starting points for swapping are needed to find (some bitwise logical operations. Table 1 summarizes qualitaof) the minimum length trees. So far the main effort tive differences in time allocation between the algoin improving the computational speed of parsimony rithms used by the PARSIGAL program and those computer programs has been directed towards minused in previously published parsimony computer imizing the amount of computation that has to be perprograms. formed for each character after a branch is moved (Go- Tested with a few published data sets the PARSIGAL loboff, 1994 PARSIGAL loboff, , 1996 Gladstein, 1996) . For example, some program was able to find trees of length equal to the characters may not have to be recomputed at all. Howknown shortest tree in a time ranging from less than ever, finding out which nodes have to be recomputed 1 s (19 terminal taxa, 69 characters) to approximately for each character also requires some computation, so something has to be computed for every character.
In this study I present a new parsimony computer program, PARSIGAL, which shows reasonably good ple, Holland, 1975; Goldberg, 1989; Bäck et al., 1997) subtrees) into a new child tree. The effect of crossover 6 min (101 terminal taxa, 52 characters) on a portable
Outline of the Evolutionary Optimization Algorithm

100-MHz Pentium computer.
This section gives the general outline of the evolutionary optimization algorithm. Subsequent sections explain parts of the algorithm in detail.
P g ϭ population of trees for generation g.
METHODS
S ϭ population size of the evolutionary algorithm. G ϭ number of generations in the evolutionary algorithm.
Generate the initial population with hierarchical
The Evolutionary Optimization Algorithm clustering from perturbed node distance matrixes or, alternatively, use randomly generated trees. Perform one round of local search on these trees Evolutionary optimization algorithms (Holland and let L best be the length of the shortest tree. 1975) are a group of global optimization algorithms 2. FOR G Generations DO based on simulated evolution. These algorithms utilize 2.1. FOR all trees T in P g DO a population of individual search points, each of which 2.1.1 Reconstruct tree T from the character has a "fitness" value, which is based on the value of string. the objective function for the respective individual. In 2.1.2 Perform one round of local search on tree this study fitness is based on the length of the respec-T, let L ϭ length (T). tive tree. The fitness of an individual affects the fre-2.1.3 IF L Յ (L best ϩ 1) perform five more rounds quency with which the individual tree may reproduce, of local search on T. that is, short trees produce more child trees for the next 2.2. Add the current shortest tree to P gϩ1 . Set generation than long trees. This fitness-proportionate S new ϭ 1. (ϭ the so-called elitist strategy). reproduction produces a selection pressure that guides 2.3. WHILE S new Ͻ S DO the search process towards promising parts of the 2.3.1. Select two parents, par 1 and par 2 , from P g search space.
using fitness-proportionate selection. Evolutionary optimization algorithms typically uti-2.3.2. Produce two children, c 1 and c 2 , by crosslize two search operators, crossover and mutation, over (exchange of subtrees) between par 1 which are motivated by their biological equivalents.
and par 2 . Crossover combines properties of two parent individu-2.3.3. Add c 1 and c 2 to P gϩ1 . Let S new ϭ S new ϩ 2. als into a new child individual, whereas mutation pro-2.4. Let L best be length of shortest tree. duces random changes into an individual with the 3. Report shortest tree found. purpose of maintaining and generating diversity in the population. An important feature in a successful Representation evolutionary optimization algorithm is an appropriate balance of selection and the maintenance of diversity.
Representation means the internal coding used by the evolutionary algorithm. Choosing an appropriate If selection is too strong then the population quickly converges to a suboptimal solution. In contrast, if new representation and related genetic operators is important for the success of the algorithm. In this particuindividuals differ too much from their parents (for example because of excessively high mutation rate), lar case, choosing the representation is straightforward; the individuals are represented as trees that are enthe search process behaves as a random search. Thus the overall goal is a controlled convergence to the coded into character strings (see Fig. 1 ), which is the typical representation used in so-called genetic propromising regions of the search space. For further information on different techniques of evolutionary optigramming (Koza, 1992) . It would be possible to represent the trees complete with state sets for all nodes, mization see Holland (1975) , Goldberg (1989) , Atmar (1994 ), Fogel (1995 ), and Bäck et al. (1997 , and referwhich would, however, require large amounts of memory and complicate the implementation of crossover. ences therein.
Initialization
pressure increases and more weight is given to trees of short length. The reason behind using a steadily The initial population is generated by clustering perincreasing but initially low selection pressure is to turbed taxa distance matrices into trees using hierarchiavoid the problem of so-called premature convergence cal clustering methods UPGMA, WPGMA, single link- (Davis, 1991) . Assume, for example, that one tree is age, or complete linkage with equal frequencies (for found in the initialization which is several steps shorter details on clustering see Jain, 1989) . The initialization than the next shortest tree. If the selection pressure procedure uses so-called 2 ϫ overselection (Koza, was initially very high, this one tree would dominate 1992), which means that twice the population size (2S) the reproduction in the population and diversity of trees are computed, but only the better half is rewould quickly be purged from the population. Two tained for the initial population. The original distance other commonly used methods of implementing selecmatrix is perturbed so that the elements of the matrix tion are rank selection (Goldberg, 1989) and truncation are multiplied with normally (1, ) distributed values, selection (Mü hlenbein and Schlierkamp-Voosen, 1993) . where increases linearly from 0 to 0.15 when the Similar results could probably have been produced number of the tree goes from 0 to 2S. Alternatively, with these methods. randomly constructed trees can be used in the initial population with little decrease in performance, as is
Crossover is the search operator that primarily distinguishes evolutionary optimization algorithms from
Fitness and Selection
other stochastic optimization methods. It is performed between two parents that have first been chosen with The higher an individual's fitness, the higher the fitness-proportionate selection. In crossover, subtrees probability that it is selected for reproduction in evoluare exchanged between the parent trees, and the retionary optimization. When constructing evolution sulting new child trees are added to the population of trees, fitness should obviously be based on tree the next generation. Figure 1 demonstrates the crosslength-short trees should reproduce with higher freover operation. quency than long trees. In this study a typical selection scheme called fitness-proportionate roulette wheel selection was used (Goldberg, 1989) . In roulette wheel Local Search selection each tree is assigned an adjusted fitness value Hybrid methods combining evolutionary optimizabased on its length, and the probability of a tree to get tion and some local search method have been used to to reproduce is the fitness of the tree divided by the solve various problems (Jog et al., 1989; Miller et al. , pooled population fitness. In this study the following 1994; Chen and Flann, 1994; Renders and Flasse, 1996) . adjusted fitness measure was used:
The motivation for hybrid approaches is clear: local search methods are efficient in "climbing the hill" but
unfortunately in difficult fitness landscapes they often climb only to a local optimum. On the other hand, evolutionary optimization algorithms are methods for global search, and one of their key features is a slowwhere L best is the length of the shortest tree found so far, L is the length of the current tree, G is the number ness to become committed to any particular area of the search space. Thus when combining evolutionary of generations in the evolutionary algorithm, g is the number of the current generation, and ␣ is the maxioptimization with local search, one hopes that the evolutionary algorithm seeks out the region of the fitness mum selection pressure (I used ␣ ϭ 10). According to Eq. (1), the selection pressure is initially low; that is, the landscape containing the global optimum, while the local search method then efficiently climbs to the actual difference in adjusted fitness between trees of different length is relatively small. However, as the generations optimum. Miller et al. (1989) discovered that a genetic algorithm alone was more efficient than local search of the evolutionary algorithm advance, the selection Therefore it seems likely that the tree can often be improved with a simple move of one subtree to another position, which indeed turns out to be the case. One particular argument favors the use of local search here: the evaluation of the fitness of a single-character stringcoded tree is relatively time-consuming, because the tree has to be built up from scratch and state sets for all internal nodes have to be constructed. After the tree has been constructed initially, however, it is computationally relatively cheap to attempt to improve the tree by branch swapping, because now each branch move requires the recomputation of only a part of the internal nodes. Thus performing local search on an already existing tree seems potentially useful.
There are two approaches to implementing local search in an evolutionary optimization algorithm. Local search can be performed (i) around only the best individual of the population (Miller et al., 1993) or (ii) around all individuals of the population (Belew, 1989) , which is the less common approach adopted here. It should be noted that a too efficient local search operator can in principle be detrimental to the performance of an evolutionary algorithm. This is because local search can drive the individuals consistently to some easily achievable local minima, which can have undesirable overall consequences as diversity is 2.1. Attempt subtree pruning regrafting (SPR; see Swafford and Olssen, 1990 ) for a subtree clipped at node n, resulting in a modified tree and that the combination of the two methods was the T mod . If length(T mod ) Յ L orig , replace T orig with most efficient approach. In this study local search alone T mod , and let L orig ϭ length(T mod ). Else undo was much more efficient than the evolutionary algothe move, i.e., retrieve the modified nodes of rithm, but the combination of the two methods proved T mod from T orig . clearly most efficient.
2.2. Attempt nearest neighbor interchange for The usefulness of local search in the current problem node n (NNI; see Swafford and Olssen, 1990) . can be understood easily. When examining suboptimal As in 2.1, replace current tree if length(T mod ) trees it is often obvious that a tree can be improved Յ L orig , else undo move. with a small localized reordering of nodes. Also, in 3. Return the possibly changed tree as a character crossover a subtree is moved into a randomly selected and most likely suboptimal position in another tree.
string to the evolutionary algorithm.
Next I briefly describe the variants of SPR and NNI node. However, index D does give an indication of the likelihood of the branch move in succeeding in used in this study.
SUBPROGRAM subtree pruning regrafting for node n shortening the tree. It was empirically checked that the smaller the value of D, the more likely it is that the 1. FOR all nodes m that are not in the subtree starting from node n, chosen in random order. move is successful and that using index D to find a target node for the branch move significantly improves 1.1. Count index D explained in Fig. 2. 1.2 IF D Յ 0, move node n to be sister of node m the program performance over just attempting random moves. Only if D Յ 0 is the move executed by doing and recompute state sets for nodes that connect the parents of old and new locations for a few pointer reconnections and only then are state sets between node n and the root of the tree recomputed node n to the root of the tree. As explained in Fig. 2, index D is not an exact meato see if the move actually results in a shorter tree. The other local search method, nearest neighbor insure of the change in tree length after a branch move and, unfortunately, such an index cannot be devised terchange, is based on the assumption that a tree can often be improved with a small localized reordering without computing changes in state sets along the ancestral lines of the old and new locations of the moved of nearby branches. The logic behind this is that nodes that are close to each other in a tree are likely to be pretty similar, and therefore a localized rearrangement may succeed in improving the tree locally without otherwise disturbing the tree structure. In contrast, relocating a branch into a distant position is less likely to succeed in shortening the tree as the change in tree structure is larger. SUBPROGRAM nearest neighbor interchange for node n 1. Choose number of moves 1-3 with probability (1/3, 1/3, 1/3). 3. Perform NNI including node n for the chosen number of moves, so that the next move is not allowed to undo the previous move. If the node ''bumps'' into the root of the tree or a terminal taxon while there are moves left, then leave remaining moves unused.
FIG. 2.
Checking whether a SPR move should be attempted. AND A 21 ϭ 0001011 for the two children and the parent node R ϭ R 0 OR R 1 ϭ 1001111 // NAC; count of nonadditive multistate characters for (n ϭ 0; n Ͻ NAC; nϩϩ)
Now variable R shows which characters in the children
overlapped. For the sample nodes, two character states { (marked with zeros in R) did not match.
3. Compute the allowable state sets for the parent. Dϩϩ; // increase evolution distance by one tmp ϭ NOT(R 0 XOR R 1 ) ϭ NOT(1001110) ϭ } 0110001 The above method for calculating nonadditive char-A 0 ϭ R 0 OR tmp ϭ 1110101 acters is by itself reasonably fast. However, binary char-A 1 ϭ R 1 OR tmp ϭ 0111011 acters can be recomputed several times faster by pack-4. Now we have state sets for the parent and a variing a number of them into a single memory word and able indicating the mismatches in the state sets of recomputing them all at the same time. The following children. Extracting the number of mismatches algorithm recomputes 32 binary characters approxifrom R deserves an explanation. Assume that 32 mately in the same time as it takes from the previously binary characters have been recomputed and R is described algorithm to recompute six nonadditive the variable containing the bit pattern showing characters. For demonstration, the computations for 7 the mismatches as zeros, variable R can now be (out of 32) binary characters are shown stage by stage.
viewed as two 16-bit integer numbers that are indexes to a precomputed lookup table that contains the value of mismatches for each number 0, . . . , 2 16 Ϫ1: . . . As an example, let us use a hypothetical value R ϭ Note. C language symbols for each operation are given in parentheses.
1111 1111 1111 1111 0000 0000 0000 1110, which can be can be implemented as follows:
Note. The numbers of binary/non-additive/additive characters /* A10, A11, A20, A21, A0, A1, are pointers to vectors are given in parentheses.
of unsigned long that are initialized to point to the state sets of the children and the parent. NA32C is the number of unsigned longs (32-bit) needed to store the binary characters; e.g., 35 characters ⇒ NA32C ϭ 2.*/ are packed into a smaller amount of memory, which speeds up the retrieval of stored nodes when undoing unsigned int *Rint, D ϭ 0; an unsuccessful branch move, and (iii) the same code unsigned long R; can be used to recompute both binary nonadditive Rint ϭ (unsigned int *)(&R); characters and all additive characters. It is recognized /* Pointer manipulation needed to separate two 16-that the effort required to recompute the additive charbit values from the 32-bit error value, R.*/ acter increases linearly with the length of the allowable state set for the character. Hence, when an additive for (n ϭ 0; n Ͻ NA32C; nϩϩ) character has enough states, it will be faster to recom-{ pute the character separately rather than encode the
character into binary variables. Fortunately, additive
characters with many states (Ͼ10) are rare (J. Muona, R ϭ R0 Ȋ R1; pers. comm.), and thus this is not likely to be a problem.
In this study all additive characters were encoded into
MATERIALS
Recomputation of Additive Characters
Six previously published data sets were used to test the performance of the PARSIGAL program. Table 3 summarizes the features of these data sets. Farris et al. (1970) have shown that all additive characters can be encoded into a group of binary characters that behave in the tree identically to the original additive character. In this study it was found advantageous RESULTS to encode all additive characters into binary characters and recompute them with the same algorithm that is used for binary characters. For example, a 37% decrease Table 4 summarizes the performance of the PARSI-GAL program with six different data sets. The four in computation time was observed with the Eucnemis (Table 3 ) data set when the additive characters (18 out smallest data sets with 19 to 28 terminal taxa and 27 to 70 characters proved to be unchallenging as a miniof 52) were encoded into binary characters. This speed enhancement is primarily due to three factors: (i) remum length tree is typically found in approximately 1 s. The Oligochaeta data set is more difficult but still computation of state sets becomes faster, (ii) characters for example, Koza, 1991: 195-199 set. The optimization was ended when either a tree of known minithat the optimum is found relatively quickly. Hence, mum length was found or the evolutionary algorithm ran to the last generation. The success rate and the average time used for finding for any given number of individuals evaluated, there a tree of known minimum length are reported.
is a certain combination of population size and number of generations that maximizes the success rate of the algorithm. Table 5 demonstrates the effect of combining an evolutionary algorithm with local search. When the poputhe shortest tree can be found easily. The Eucnemis data set with 101 terminal taxa and 52 characters is the most lation size of the evolutionary algorithm is small (2-5), the program is essentially only using local search difficult one, and finding a tree of shortest length (425, collapsed length with zero length branches removed around the current best tree, and with the Oligochaeta data set a minimum length tree is found unreliably 426) requires approximately 6 min. Finding minimum length trees for this data set is not much easier with and slowly. When the population size is increased and the number of generations is reduced (keeping the total other popular parsimony programs: J. Muona (pers. comm.) tested the performance of two efficient parsinumber of tree evaluations constant), the search becomes more reliable and quicker, demonstrating useful mony computer programs, Hennig86 (Farris 1988) and Nona (Goloboff 1993) . Hennig86 (option m* bb*) interaction between the evolutionary algorithm and the local search procedure. When the population size tended to get stuck with trees of length 427 and then run out of memory. Nona was unable to find trees of is yet increased from 50 to 100 the results deteriorate collapsed length 426 (options hold*; hold/20; mult* 10;) in a run time of 16 min. With options hold*; hold/ 30; mult* 20; NONA succeeded in finding trees of col- Note that the number of generations used in the evolutionary algorithm is uncharacteristically small No local search 500 500 1/20 9200 because of two reasons: (i) the local search procedure rapidly shortens tree lengths and not many generations
Note. Population size 50 seems to be close to the optimum when a total of 1300 individual trees are processed.
are needed in the evolutionary algorithm and (ii) it is slightly as the population size increases to an ineffior a few minutes on a relatively slow PC. Here it should be emphasized that the comparison between PARSIciently large number.
The effect of the initialization procedure on optimiza-GAL and other parsimony computer programs cannot be taken as a direct comparison between different tion success was also examined. If the trees in the initial population are generated by clustering a randomized search strategies as the implementation of the algorithms strongly affects program performance. distance matrix, the length of trees in the initial population is increased by about 40%-tree lengths after one
The speed of the PARSIGAL program is partly based on an efficient way of computing state sets and branch round of local search in an initial population of 200 trees varied from 285 to 317 and from 366 to 453 for the lengths for binary characters. Speed in this subprogram is crucial to the speed of the application as some state Oligochaeta data set when initializing with hierarchical clustering or randomly generated trees, respectively. sets have to be recomputed every time a branch is moved in a tree. Thus recomputation of state sets is Regardless of the increased initial length of trees, a minimum length tree was yet found in all 20 replicates.
the "innermost loop" of the program, the speed of which strongly affects the performance of the entire A similar test with the Eucnemis data set resulted in an increase from 355 (Table 4) to 421 in the average program. The efficiency of computing many binary characters simultaneously is also evident in the famous time needed to find a minimum length tree. This demonstrates that the success of the algorithm is not critiHennig86 program; S. Farris (pers. comm.) notes that a nonidentical but similar and unpublished technique cally dependent on the initialization procedure. When only the evolutionary algorithm was used (now with has been used in Hennig86 for a decade already. The efficiency of the PARSIGAL program may possian increased population size and number of generations as computation time is not used in local search), bly be further improved. Probably the greatest speed improvement could be obtained by using a statistical the success rate of the algorithm is greatly reduced, which shows that by itself the local search procedure or heuristic method to increase the success rate of the local search procedure in shortening the tree. Currently is much more efficient than the evolutionary algorithm, but that best results are produced by combining the the success rate is only a few percent, which means that a great deal of computation is used in evaluating evolutionary algorithm and local search. and undoing unsuccessful branch moves. The problem in this is that any branch move can in principle result in a tree that is as short or shorter than the current DISCUSSION tree. This is because removing a branch will most often decrease and never increase the length of the remaining tree. When the branch is reattached, the tree length This study presents a new computer program for searching for most parsimonious trees. Even though will either increase or stay the same at the destination location locally, but consequent changes in the state the program uses principles that are quite different from those used in other currently popular parsimony sets of nodes connecting the destination node to the root of the tree make it impossible to know the final programs, the good performance of the PARSIGAL program demonstrates that the principles involved result of the branch move without recomputing all nodes with changed state sets. Regardless, it is conceivhave practical merit. The PARSIGAL program operates by breeding a population of trees with an evolutionary able that some heuristics may be developed that increase the success rate of branch moves. It is also possioptimization algorithm. The evolutionary algorithm itself quickly lowers the average tree length of the ble that the recomputation speed of state sets can be further reduced; at least the processing speed of binary population to within a few percent of the known minimum length. All the time trees are fed to a simple local characters can be almost doubled by implementing the algorithm with a 64-bit integer data type. optimization algorithm that seeks to improve trees by moving one branch of the tree at a time. Overall the The method that is used to search for minimum length trees pertains to the problem of so-called "iscombination of an evolutionary algorithm and local search proves efficient; shortest trees were found with lands of trees," which are groups of minimum length trees, each of which is only a single rearrangement of all data sets used in this study in a matter of seconds
